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Agenda

7:30 - 8:00                               Continental Breakfast

8:00 - 8:10         Welcome…….……………..……………………………………………………… Karen Courtney-Peterson

8:10 - 9:00     What You Should Know About Hearing Loss….……………………….…Carol Clifford, Au. D.
           Dr. Clifford will cover best practices, tools, and techniques to
        identify the symptoms of a hearing loss and address key topics
        with hard of hearing clients/patients.

9:10 - 10:10       Show and Tell……………………………………………………………………….…..……… Nathan Gomme
Demonstration of various assistive devices and technologies Tom Sena
available to NM residents through the state telecommunications Andrew Williamson
equipment distribution program for dealing with hearing loss if
and when hearing aids alone can’t do the job.

10:10 - 10:30                  Break

10:30 - 11:00     Assistive Listening Systems, Alike but Different……………...……….….…...… Mike Langner
   The Americans with Disabilities Act mandates that assistive listening

        systems are available in certain venues. This presentation will help
        explain which venues and review various systems currently available,
        what features they share, and what features are unique to each of them.

11:10 -11:40 Hearing Loss Support Groups..…..….…….….…………………………………..……….…... Mary Clark
    Learn what support and potential aural rehab is available from a variety of
    local and national sources for clients/patients with a hearing disability.

11:40 -12:15                 BUFFET LUNCH

12:15 -1:15 Psychological Impact of Hearing Loss……………………….……….……… Sam Trychin, Ph.D.
Nationally known psychologist, educator, author will discuss the

    psychological impact of hearing loss on those who experience it,
     and on their family and friends.

1:15 -1:45                                                  Break

1:45 - 3:00         How I Cope and What I Should Have Been Told…………………..…….. Panel:  Mary Clark
These long time hearing aid/cochlear implant users will discuss Dr. Norm Dawson
their personal experience living with hearing loss, its impact on         Nathan Gomme

     their lives and careers, and what they learned on their own after     Dick Meyer
      being fitted with hearing aids. Jim Ogle

3:15 - 4:15          Adjusting Telecoils for Hearing Loop Use……………………...….… Juliette Sterkens, Au.D.
    Telecoils and their settings differ and the sound quality from a

     hearing loop is only as good as the positioning and settings of
     the telecoils.  Dr. Sterkens will talk about the do’s and dont’s of

    telecoil adjustment.
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Mary Clark
Mary Clark has had a hearing loss since birth and has worn hearing aids since she was five years old.
She was mainstreamed in school and graduated with a degree in Medical Technology. Her penchant
for technology has led Mary to become familiar with and use a broad spectrum of the devices that
supplement hearing aids such as hearing loops and Bluetooth, alerting devices and more.  Mary's
Medical Technology training afforded her the opportunity for a career in both research at the Mayo
Clinic in her home state of Minnesota and in the medical device industry elsewhere.
      Her passion is for teaching, and Mary teaches classes at UNM on Becoming an Informed
Consumer of Hearing Aids through the OSHER program administered by University of New Mexico
Continuing Education. She serves on the board of directors of the Albuquerque chapter of the Hearing
Loss Association of America (HLAA) and on the national HLAA Board of Trustees.

Carol Clifford, Au .D.
Albuquerque native Dr. Carol Clifford received her Masters Degree in Audiology and Hearing Impair-
ment from Northwestern University in 1984 and her Doctorate in Audiology in 2006 from Arizona
School of Health Sciences. As part of a medical team at Rush-Presbyterian Medical Center and Rush
University, Carol obtained valuable knowledge that she utilizes in all of her hearing care endeavors.
          Dr. Clifford opened her first audiology practice, Professional Hearing Services, in Chicago,
Illinois in 1987. For 8 years she directed a group of audiologists in the day to day practice of hearing
evaluations, fitting of hearing instruments, and aural rehabilitation. Serving more than 100 physicians
in the Chicago suburban area, Carol’s practice specialized in medical diagnosis and non-surgical
treatment of hearing loss and balance disorders for both children and adults.  Returning to
Albuquerque, Dr. Clifford served as Director of the Audiology Clinic for University Hospital at the
University of New Mexico. At the same time, she and her husband established the nation’s largest
audiology network for managed care groups. Always interested in research and development of new
products to aid persons with hearing impairment, Carol served as Director of Professional Education
and Training for Resound Corporation from 1996 to 1998.
 Following the birth of her children in 1998, Carol established Albuquerque Hearing and
Balance. Along with the day to day practice of audiology she often serves in a consulting capacity to
top hearing aid manufacturers.  She also serves in an advisory capacity on the board of directors of
the Albuquerque Hearing Loss Association of America chapter and the state’s Hands and Voices
chapter.

Mike Langner
As Langner Technical Service, broadcasting consultant Mike Langner provides services to the New
Mexico Broadcasters Association, ABC Radio Network, and Audio-Video Avtel.  He is currently the
New Mexico Broadcasters Association Alternative Broadcast Inspection Program Statewide Inspector,
an FCC sponsored government/industry partnership. Mike served for many years as the Chief Engi-
neer for Citadel Comunications’ eight stations after previously being General Manager and part-owner
of KHFM - Albuquerque’s classical music station.  On the air he has hosted numerous radio programs.
Mike has been called on to present to broadcasters conventions in New Mexico, Colorado and Min-
nesota and, in 2011, to the 2nd International Looping Conference in Washington, DC.
          Mike holds licenses and/or certification in a variety of electronic communications fields. In
addition to broadcasting, Mike is familiar with public address systems and the technologies (FM,
InfraRed, Induction Loops) used for the assistive listening systems now mandated by the ADA.  He
often donates time and, at times, equipment to nonprofits seeking to improve communication access
for those, like himself, with a hearing loss, and is often called on to trouble shoot such systems for
theaters, places of worship and others when requested.



Juliette Sterkens, Au.D.

Juliette Sterkens has over thirty years of experience in the field of audiology and hearing
rehabilitation. Trained in the Netherlands as a Speech-Language Pathologist, she branched out to
audiology after moving to the U.S., earning a master's degree in audiology at the University of
Wisconsin and a Doctorate from the Arizona School of Health Sciences. After being turned on to
the technology at a Hearing Loss Association of America event, Dr. Sterkens discovered how
hearing loops made a huge difference to her patients in Oshkosh, WI - They raved about how well
they heard in church, in meeting rooms and local theaters. She joined her patients in being an
advocate for hearing loops and over six-hundred and fifty places of worship, theaters, meeting
rooms and other venues throughout Wisconsin are now looped.
           Dr. Sterkens work in Wisconsin did not go unrecognized and she was invited by the Hearing
Loss Association of America (HLAA) to travel the country to educate consumers and hearing care
professionals about hearing loops (thanks to a grant from a private family foundation) - she retired
from her private practice and is working in that capacity for HLAA.  She has lectured in the US and
Canada on the benefits of hearing loops to providers, the hearing industry and consumers. A much
sought after speaker on hearing loop/telecoil technology, she has presented to the national con-
ventions of major organizations such as the American Academy of Audiology and, internationally, in
Norway, England, and most recently to the International Hearing Loops & Accessibility Conference
in Berlin, Germany that was sponsored by the European Federation of Hard of Hearing People .
            Dr. Sterkens is a member of the National Academies of Practice and the American
Academy of Audiology. For her efforts she has received the Wisconsin Speech-Language and
Hearing Association’s Audiologist of the Year award, the American Academy of Audiology
Presidential Award, the Hearing Industry Larry Mauldin Award, AT Still University's Humanitarian
Award and the University of Wisconsin's Oshkosh Alumni of the Year Award.

Samuel Trychin, Ph.D.

Dr. Trychin is an educator, an author, and a psychologist in private practice in Erie, PA. One of his
specialties focuses on psycho-social interventions for people with hearing loss and their
communication partners.  He also specializes in emotional regulation coaching and training for
people who suffer from stress-related disorders. Dr. Trychin conducts national and international
education and training programs for people with hearing loss and their communication partners,
and professionals who provide services to them.  His programs include the application of
psychological concepts, principles, and procedures to problems and issues related to hearing loss
and to stress-related mental health issues.
 Dr. Trychin is the Mental Health and Rehabilitation Advisor to the Hearing Loss Association
of America, a member of the Governor’s Advisory Council for Persons who are Deaf or Hard of
Hearing in Pennsylvania, a member of the Pennsylvania Northwest Regional Council of Aging, and
a member of the Advisory Committee for the Western Pennsylvania Central Center for people who
are deaf or hard of hearing. Dr. Trychin has written 15 books, authored several professional book
chapters and journal articles, and produced a variety of DVDs focused on strategies for living better
with hearing loss.
 As a faculty member of the Ida Institute of Denmark, Dr. Trychin works to promote a
worldwide understanding of the psychosocial affects of hearing loss.  Dr. Trychin has also been
Professor and the Director of the Living with Hearing Loss Program at Gallaudet University and
Director of Training for the Mental Health Research and Training Center for Hard of Hearing and
Late-Deafened Adults at the California School of Professional Psychology in San Diego.  Dr.
Trychin’s Living With Hearing Loss Program is a product of twenty-two years of experience working
directly with hundreds of people who are hard of hearing and their family members. Additionally,
many more people who are hard of hearing, their family members, and professionals who serve
them have benefited from his training programs, presentations, and workshops.
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Mary Clark - See Presenters

Karen Courtney Peterson, Executive Director, Governor’s Commission on Disability
Karen has spent the past thirty-two years working as an advocate and in the administration of

agencies and programs around services to individuals with disabilities. Holding a Master’s of Busi-
ness Administration in Information Systems Management, she has served as the Executive Director
of the NM Commission for Deaf and Hard of Hearing, Deputy Director of the NM Developmental
Disabilities Planning Council and Executive Director of the Governor’s Commission on Disability.

Dr. Norm Dawson,  Hard of Hearing Consumer
Dr. Dawson, a retired chiropractor, received his formal post secondary education including two

bachelor's and a Doctor of Chiropractic degree using American Sign Language after becoming
completely deaf.  He learned ASL to attend college when he was 27. After being deaf for 25 years
he obtained first one and then a second cochlear implant.  After retiring from his chiropractic prac-
tice  he has run his own nutritional business, allowing him to continue to help people.

Nathan Gomme, Executive Director, The Commission for Deaf and Hard of Hearing
Diagnosed with a hearing loss at age two, Nathan has used every type of assistive technology

over the years. He holds a Bachelor of Arts in Philosophy from Gallaudet University. with his experi-
ence and knowledge growing  through involvement with the National Association of the Deaf, the
Hearing Loss Association of America and other organizations.  Appointed Executive Director of the
NMCDHH after serving as the  Service Coordinator and then Director of Public Policy and Advocacy.

Richard Meyer, Hard of Hearing Consumer
Dick Meyer is a retired Director of Marketing and Business Development for the international

division of Abbott Laboratories.  Diagnosed with a bilateral hearing loss in 1982, Dick has spent 35
years advocating for the hard-of-hearing, served as president of the Hearing Loss Association of
America board of trustees, and is currently on the Santa Fe HLAA chapter board of directors and the
NM Speech-Language Pathology, Audiology and Hearing Aid Dispensing Practices Board.

Jim Ogle, Hard of Hearing Consumer
Retired Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) physicist Jim Ogle, was diagnosed with

Meniere’s disease in 1980.  Eighteen years later he learned of the Albuquerque HLAA chapter and
first experienced a hearing loop at their meetings. So impressed with that user friendly assistive
listening technology, Jim encouraged the chapter to alert others to hearing loops, and he advo-
cated for hearing loops at LANL. Jim founded the ground breaking Loop New Mexico Committee.

Thomas Sena , Outreach Coordinator, Relay New Mexico
Native New Mexican Thomas Sena has provided outreach for Relay New Mexico for over six

years. He and his wife reside in the East Mountains where they live with their cat and two dogs.
Thomas is honored to be able to wake up every day knowing that he has the opportunity to help
Deaf and Hard of Hearing people better connect with their friends and family over the phone..

Andrew Bond, President of Teltex, Inc.
 Mr. Bond has 32 years of experience in the electronics and technology industry with the last

20 years as owner and President of Teltex, Inc., a company he originally created as a TTY repair
facility in 1997. The company has become the industry leader in assistive technologies for individu-
als with disabilities served by state government programs. Andrew was responsible for creating a
strategic partnership with Apple to bring new and enhanced Apple products to State Programs.



              The  Commission
 for Deaf and Hard of Hearing

The New Mexico Commission for Deaf and
Hard of Hearing was created by Legislative
action in 1991 by the New Mexico Legislature
(NMSA 1978 §28-11B-2) to promote services
for Deaf, Hard of Hearing, Speech Disabled
and Deaf-Blind people throughout New
Mexico. The Commission provides several
services including oversight of the Relay
services and a Telecommunications
Distribution Program for the state of New
Mexico.

Other services includes advocacy, training,
information and referral, and a library of
resources.

l Oversight of Relay Services

l  Operation of the
 Telecommunications Distribution
 Program

l Individual and System wide level
 Advocacy

l Free training on various topics
 including communication access in
 the workplace as well as sensitivity
 training

l A library of online videos which are
 language friendly

l On site library of books and DVD’s that
 focus on subjects related to the Deaf,
 Hard of Hearing, and Deaf-Blind
 community

l Cultural improvement events

l  Training and Apprenticeship
    opportunities for interpreters

 The Governor’s
          Commission on Disability

The New Mexico Governor's Commission on
Disability (GCD) is committed to improving the
quality of life of all New Mexicans with
disabilities by addressing social integration,
economic self-sufficiency, political resolve,
physical and program accessibility, and full
participation in the benefits of life and rights of
all individuals.

GCD addresses physical, sensory,
programmatic and attitudinal barriers to
forward its mission.  Such barriers may keep a
person with a disability from enjoying the full
aspects of community living.

GCD works to improve the quality of life of
New Mexicans with disabilities through
progressive systems advocacy.

GCD promotes community living and access
to:  employment opportunities; universal
access to information; appropriate, available
assistive technology; accessible education;
accessible, affordable, universally designed
housing (rental and single family); accessible,
available transportation (rural and urban);
available home and community-based
services based on functional need; and,
access to social and recreational settings.

GCD serves as liaison and advisor to the
Governor and Legislature on disability issues.

GCD Programs include:

� Physical/Architectural Accessibility Unit

� New Mexico Technology Assistance
Program

� Brain Injury Advisory Council

� Technical Assistance and Training Unit
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EXHIBITORS

NMTAP
New Mexico Technical
Assistance Program

NEW
MEXICO

DEPARTMENT

AGING &
LONG-TERM
SERVICES

Albuquerque Chapter

New Mexico
Speech-Language
Hearing Association
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New Mexico
Department of

Veterans Services

New Mexico Commission for
Deaf and Hard of Hearing

New Mexico Division of
Vocational Rehabilitation



The Advisory Committee for Hearing Loss  Awareness  is a volunteer group that answered the call from the
Governor’s Commission on Disability and the New Mexico Commission for Deaf and Hard of Hearing to orga-
nize a statewide campaign to raise awareness of hearing loss and of the many technologies, services and
support groups available to help those with hearing loss live fuller, more productive and more meaningful
lives.  Represented on the Committee are the Albuquerque Chapter of the Hearing Loss Association of
America, the Commission for Deaf and Hard of Hearing, the Committee for Communication Access in NM,
the Department of Aging and Long Term Services, the Division of Vocational Rehabilitation, the Governor’s
Commission on Disability,  the Independent Living Resource Center, the NM Department of Health,  the NM
Department of Veterans Services, NM Relay, and the Hearing and Vision Center plus individuals who  advo-
cate for them and provide them with education and support along
with hearing care professionals and trained hearing loss
support specialists.

Some who provide services or support to the hard
of hearing may be reluctant to discuss some hearing
loss matters with clients/customers/patients
out of concern that they may somehow misinform
that individual.  To help in such situations, the
Committee has developed the following series
of fact sheets and the brochure pictured here
that can be downloaded and printed as
handouts for those who it is believed
could benefit from the information
they contain.

The brochure on assistive technology
is available online in both a small
format that can be printed on
standard letter size paper or in
an expanded version to be
printed on legal size paper.

Samples of the various fact
sheets shown in this
booklet all fit on
standard size paper.
There is also a legal
size version of the paper on
buying hearing aids that expands
on the information in the smaller
sized document.
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To
    download
    and print
  this brochure

 or the other fact
sheets shown here,

go to:
http://www.gcd.state.nm.us/deaf-and-hard-of-hearing.aspx

http://www.gcd.state.nm.us/deaf-and-hard-of-hearing.aspx
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What are the most common causes of hearing loss?
The most common cause is exposure to excessive noise and other causes are genetics, birth
defects, infections of the head or ear, aging, and reaction to drugs or cancer treatment. Hearing
loss is often progressive – meaning it gets worse with time.

Will a hearing aid restore my hearing?
No hearing aid can restore hearing to “normal”. Hearing aids are designed to let you hear soft
sounds that you could not hear before while preventing loud sounds from becoming
uncomfortably loud. They are designed to improve your ability to understand speech even in
noisy environments although such environments can still be challenging.

How can a hearing aid help me hear better?
Hearing aids help you hear better by taking in sound through a microphone, boosting and
modifying those to match the pattern of your hearing loss and then sending it to your ear canal.
This will allow you to hear sounds of those frequencies your unaided ear cannot hear. In addition
to amplification, the hearing healthcare provider can adjust many settings that can be modified
to improve your ability to understand speech – even in noisy environments. Using multiple
settings, you can select which one works best in various surroundings.

What, besides hearing aids, is available to help me hear better?
There are devices that will help you hear without hearing aids such as amplified telephones, or
personal sound amplifiers, as well as alerting systems that use flashing lights instead of sound to
let you know when something requires your attention. Other devices work with your hearing aids
through a secondary receiver called a telecoil – or T-coil. There are many more devices that will
help you hear better when using your T-coil in your hearing aids. These are called “assistive
listening devices.” You can learn about them from the New Mexico Commission for Deaf and Hard
of Hearing.

If I have a hearing loss, will it go away?
Some types of hearing loss may only be temporary and go away with time or changes in
medication and some can be reversed by medical intervention. In the vast majority of cases your
hearing will get worse as time passes. Early recognition and treatment can help slow down or
prevent associated problems from developing such as cognitive decline or deteriorating personal
relationships.

If my hearing loss is mild, can I wait to address it?
Unaddressed hearing loss not only affects your ability to hear sounds accurately, but it also puts a
strain on your listening ability. Over time, the ability to listen accurately can decline, especially if
your hearing loss continues to worsen. The sooner you seek amplification and you begin to adjust
to hearing with hearing aids, your degree of success will be much higher.
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“When someone
in the family has
a hearing loss,
the entire family
has a hearing
problem.”

 Mark Ross, Ph.D.

Commission for Deaf and Hard of Hearing
www.cdhh.state.nm.us - (505) 383-6530

Department of Aging and Long Term Services
www.nmaging.state.nm.us - (800) 432-2080

 Department of Veterans Services
www.nmdvs.org

Division of Vocational Rehabilitation
www.dvr.state.nm.us - (505) 836-1774

Governor’s Commission on Disability
www.gcd.state.nm.us - (505) 476-0412

Hands & Voices, NM Chapter
www.hvnm.org - (505) 357-0344

The Hearing & Vision Center
www.hearingandvisioncenter.com - (505) 222-0608

Hearing Loss Association of America
www.hearingloss.org - (301) 657-2248

Albuquerque Chapter
www.hlaabq.com - (505) 219-1962

Santa Fe Chapter
(505) 603-2994

New Mexico Association of the Deaf
www.deafnewmexico.wixsite.com/nmad

New Mexico Centers for Independent Living
www.nmsilc.org/centers-independent-living-network

Albuquerque (505) 266-5022
Carlsbad (575) 361-7557
Hobbs (575) 399-3905

New Mexico Speech-Language and Hearing Association
www.nmsha.net - (505) 899-6674

New Mexico Technical Assistance Program
www.tap.gcd.state.nm.us -  (877) 696-1470

Presbyterian Ear Institute
www.presbyterianearinstitute.org - (505) 224-7020

 Relay New Mexico
www.relaynm.org - (866) 744-7471

Teltex
www.teltex.com - (888) 515-8120 - V/TTY

Resources

“Assistive
listening devices
are the wheel chair
ramps for the hard
of hearing.”

Anonymous


